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Prof.Dr. Tuncay Kuleli is the Director of Bodrum Maritime Vocational School,
an academy that offers services in Yatch Master Education, Coastal Zone
Management and Marine Tourism in Turkey. For more than 25 years, he has
been conducting national-international scientific research and projects on;
measurement of sustainability for coastal zone activities; climate change and
sea level rise; coastal and marine engineering; coastal GIS; coastal and
marine tourism; blue voyage. Our mission is to prepare and carry out scientific
and social activities for sustainable tourism and sustainable development.

https://tr.linkedin.com/in/tuncay-kuleli-5a83957b
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Blue Wave Project

A yearly total of 9,000 boats and yachts use Fethiye bays which are important for
the wildlife. The region berths hundreds of boats and more than 500 excursion
boats operate in the region. It is estimated that every year 350,000 people take
boat trips in this region. This bays and coastline is vital for all tourism activities but
also under pressure because of these activities.
BlueWave has a strong cross-sectoral and collaborative focus, with a partnership
of public, private and third sectors. BlueWave was build thanks to a participatory
approach, with focus group meetings with stakeholders on the environmental
sustainability of the sector, from which a work group was formed completed by
signing a memorandum of understanding.
Over 150 boats have been trained, info-materials such as boating manuals, guides
and sustainable products catalogues. A website and facebook page have been
set-up, with an annual reach of over 1.000 boaters. Information targeting sea
tourists has been deployed, including audio messages in boats, boating and
excursion maps and signages in boats, marinas and bays.
Key Success Factors; All stakeholders are willing to establish project partnerships,
signing a memorandum; To participate Over 200 industry representatives and
400 tourists in monitoring activities; The ’Sustainable Boating Practices
Guidebook’ for the people working in the sector.
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